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NEW QUESTION: 1
Overview
Woodgrove Bank is a technology company located in Seattle.
Woodgrove Bank recently acquired a company named Contoso, Ltd.
Existing Environment
Active Directory Environment
The network contains a single Active Directory production forest named woodgrovebank.com.
Currently, there is no trust relationship between the Active Directory forests of Woodgrove
Bank and Contoso.
Network Environment
Woodgrove Bank has a perimeter network that hosts Internet-facing servers.
Woodgrove Bank uses Hyper-V Network Virtualization to isolate its production, development,
and test environments.
Woodgrove Bank has a Microsoft Azure subscription.
System Center Environment
Woodgrove Bank deploys infrastructure servers that host the following System Center 2012 R2

components.
Operations Manager
Data Protection Manager (DPM)
Virtual Machine Manager (VMM)
Woodgrove Bank plans to deploy Service Provider Foundation, System Center 2012 R2
Orchestrator, and System Center 2012 R2 Service Manager.
All of the internal Hyper-V hosts and the file servers on the Woodgrove Bank network are
registered with VMM. VMM and Windows Server Update Services (WSUS) are integrated.
Woodgrove Bank has three VMM logical networks intended for clients, management, and
storage. Each VMM logical network is configured to use a host group of All Hosts.
The Operations Manager agent is deployed to each server.
On-premises Computing and Application Environment
The main office has the servers configured as shown in the following table.
Server5 and Server6 were added to VMM by using explicit user credentials.
A Windows update named Update1 is part of the baseline assigned to All Hosts.
Server3 is configured to have a 2-TB storage pool. Tapes are used for long term backup.
An application named App2 is installed
on Server9. App2 requires complex installation and manual setup.
Requirements
Planned Changes
Woodgrove Bank plans to implement the following changes:
Deploy Service Manager.
Integrate Orchestrator and Service Manager.
Deploy all of the components of Orchestrator.
Deploy Service Provider Foundation to Server2.
Replace the tape backups with Microsoft Azure Backup.
Use a domain account named WOODGROVEBANKvmmuser1 to view and modify the IP address
space in IPAM.
Provide additional SMB storage to Server7 from Server5.
Provide additional iSCSI storage to Server7 from Server5.
Connectivity Requirements
Woodgrove Bank identifies the following connectivity requirements:
Minimize the Internet bandwidth used by the backups.
Create a logical switch that will allow you to restrict host access to the logical networks of the
clients
only.
Provide external connectivity to the virtual machine networks that are isolated from the clients
by using

the Network Virtualization using Generic Routing Encapsulation (NVGRE)gateway.
Application Requirements
Woodgrove Bank identifies the following application requirements:
Minimize the number of VMM service template versions used to deploy App1.
Create Server App-V packages while minimizing the impact on the existing environment.
Deploy five instances of a multi-tier application named App1 by using a VMM service template.
Each
instance will have different deployment settings.
Compliance Requirements
Woodgrove Bank identifies the following compliance requirements:
Use the principle of least privilege, whenever possible.
Leverage Azure-based services for assessing the on-premises environment.
Exclude Server7 from the installation of Update1. The missing patch must not affect the
compliance
status of Server7 against the baseline assigned to All Hosts.
Manageability Requirements
Integrate VMM and IPAM.
Minimize administrative effort.
Ensure that all Hyper-V hosts can be managed by using VMM.
Use Service Provider Foundation to implement usage metering to manage the costs of the
virtual
machines used on the isolated development and test networks.
Ensure that the Orchestrator infrastructure is resilient, so that if a single server fails, Service
Manager
automated workflows that use runbook automation activities can run.
You need to configure DPM protection groups to meet the connectivity requirements.
What should you do?
A. Modify the default online retention policy.
B. Set the synchronization frequency to Just before a recovery point.
C. Select the Offline Backup option for online replication.
D. Modify the default Optimize performance settings.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
References:
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj628105(v=sc.12).aspx

NEW QUESTION: 2
A vSphere administrator needs to add a CPU to a virtual machine, but upon editing the VM

settings the option is grayed out.
What would explain this behavior?
A. The virtual machine has been configured with a CPU limit
B. CPU Hot-add has not been enabled on the virtual machine
C. The virtual machine is in a resource pool with no available CPU resources
D. The virtual machine is running
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
An organization performs regular updates to its network devices to alert and prevent access to
streaming media sites by the employees. Each device will send logs and alerts to a centralized
server for storage, archive, and analysis. Which of the following BEST describes the system that
is correlating the data found in all alerts and logs?
A. WIPS
B. HIPS
C. SIEM
D. NIDS
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:https://www.manageengine.com/products/eventlog/security-information-eventmanagement.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are designing a Dell EMC Unity solution for a customer requiring file storage. They need to
control capacity assigned to different development projects. Which feature meets the
customer's requirements?
A. Unity Compression for File
B. IP Multi-tenancy
C. Host I/O Limits
D. File System Tree Quotas
Answer: B
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